Dublin City University (www.dcu.ie) is a research-intensive, globally-engaged, dynamic institution that is distinguished both by the quality and impact of its graduates and by its focus on the translation of knowledge into societal and economic benefit. Excellence in its education and research activities has led to its consistent ranking in the top 50 of the world’s young universities (QS Top 50 under 50). DCU prepares its students well for success in life, and in the workplace, by providing a high-quality, rounded education appropriate to the challenges and opportunities of the 21st century.

DCU Institute of Education
In a development of major significance for education in Ireland, DCU is establishing the nation’s first university faculty of education by bringing together ST PATRICK’S COLLEGE Faculty of Education, MATER DEI Institute of Education, CICE and the DCU School of Education Studies. The positions in Digital Learning, Literacy and School Placement outlined below will contribute to Initial Teacher Education programmes for the Primary Education sector (BEd and PME Primary) formerly delivered by ST PATRICK’S COLLEGE and CICE.

The DCU Institute of Education is now seeking to attract outstanding candidates for the following academic positions:

**School of Language, Literacy and Early Childhood Education**
- Lecturer in Education - Literacy (3-Year Contract)

**School of Policy and Practice**
- Lecturer in Education - School Placement (Permanent)

**School of STEM Education, Innovation and Global Studies**
- Lecturer in Digital Learning (5-Year Contract)

**School of Inclusive and Special Education**
- Lecturer in Special Education (Permanent)
- Lecturer in Special Education (3-Year Contract)

**Closing date: Friday 5th August 2016**

**Salary Scales:**
Lecturer Above Bar: *€50,159 - €76,891 per annum
Lecturer Below Bar: *€37,352 - €51,724 per annum
*Appointments will be commensurate with qualifications and experience and will be made on the appropriate point of the salary scale, in line with current Government pay policy.

Application Procedure
Application forms and full job descriptions which include minimum criteria for the above positions are available at: http://www.dcu.ie/hr/vacancies/current.shtml and from the Human Resources Department, Dublin City University, Dublin 9. Tel: +353 (0)1 700 5149 Fax: +353 (0)1 700 5500 Email: hr.applications@dcu.ie

_Dublin City University is an equal opportunities employer_